
Benefits that enterprise can obtain 

from this multi-functional car table 

data collection terminal include: 

  

  

  

  

  

Realization on integration of busi-
ness management for passenger 
information and GPS monitoring

Realization on datamation of driver 
activities

Realization on reasonable deploy-
ment of vehicle resources and on 
effective reduction of enterprise’ 
operation cost

Provision of operation statement of 
vehicle

Integrating application with info-
mation-based system and web 
portal

    
  

  

  
  
  

  

  
  

CWJ500 data collection not only can realize identity 

authentication function for driver and passenger but also 

can record time between the period of passen-ger’s 

signing in and getting on and off the car and inquire 

previously collected recorded passenger information. Its 

integrated satellite positioning system function and 

wireless communication function are able to acquire data 

including vehicle position, driving speed, direction and 

status in real time; in case of the abnormal situations, for 

example, if the vehicle deviates from a predeter-mined 

route an alarm will be sent to the background 

automatically. 

CWJ500 fixed data collection terminal can still be 

integrated with your system and transportation 

administration management system or web portal so that 

enterprises can execute comprehensive management 

towards employees, assets and finance.

Integrated with multi-functions of GPS global 

posi t ioning,  GPRS wireless  communicat ion,  

ISOC14443A standard non-contact IC card  operation, 

ISO7816 interface contact-type IC card operation and 

fingerprint recognition, CWJ500 is equipped with 

extended external interface and flexibly selective 

functional configurations in line with application 

demands and satisfies many real-time needs of RFID 

data collection, identity recogni-tion and wireless 

communication under various application situations.

Integrate with multi-functions and meet RFID data 

collection demands under diverse applicable 

circumstances

Apply GPS technology to enterprise vehicle management 

for strengthening of effective supervision towards driver

Sturdy and durable industrial design

Convenient second development interface, facilitation 

for fast deployment of applications

When GPS positioning technology is applied to 

enterprise vehicle management, enterprise can accurately 

record traveling trajectory of vehicle with the help of 

GPS positioning and thus further record the riding time 

and traveled distance of passenger in a scientific and 

effective way. At the same time, through the GPS 

monitoring platform, enterprise can still conduct 

effective monitoring and dispatching management 

towards vehicle. 

The mechanical design and technical platform with a rich 

industry experience ensures excellent structure and 

extensibility of the product. Moreover, its sturdy durable 

appearance structure guarantees a durability required by 

enterprise. Such a structure can withstand daily use under 

different environments and the complete machine has 

passed high low temperature, aging and vibration tests. 

In accordance with their own actual needs, users are able 

to provide a simple convenient second development tool 

kit to customize image acquisition module/wireless 

transmission module/fingerprint recognition module/ 

RFID read-write module, etc. 

CHAINWAY CWJ500 
Fixed Data Collection Terminal 



Physical Characteristics

Dimensions                            16.1cm*9cm*3.5cm

Weight                                315g

Card Type

Contact IC card                        ISO/IEC7816

Contactless IC card                  ISO/IEC14443A  

Deck service life                       100000 times

Fingerprint Verification

Discrimination                           FRR: <0.1%   FAR: 0.001%

Fingerprint comparison unit      ≤0.5s

Memory

Data of storage time                 >10 ys

Flash ROM                               4MB FLASH

Display

Lattice / backlight                      128*64, LE

Timing and mileageD

Time accuracy                          1min

Mileage accuracy                     10m

GPS

Position accuracy               5~10m

Cold start                            ≤45s

Normal start                        ≤35s

GPRS

Frequency                                GSM/GPRS(850,900,1800,1900MHz)

Camera

Resolution ratio                        320*240, 640*480 pixel

Operating Environment

Temperature                             -20℃~70℃

Humidity                                   ≤90%

Voltage and Current

Operating voltage                     5V

The range of input voltage       9~60V

Current margin                         130~300mA
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Product Specifications

CWJ500

Product Introduction

Standard Accessories     *1, 

                                        Protection to Fix Card*1 Quality Certificate*1

Operational specification*1

Optional Accessories      9V-75V Power line*1 Camera (external member)*1

Trestle (external member)*1 GPS&GPRS Antenna*2

J-LINK V8 emulator

Fixed Data Collection Terminall

                                        

, , 

                                        

, , 

                                        , 

List of items

Specific Function

Fingerprint

GPS
GPS GPRS Camera

Fixed Data Collection 

Terminall

9V-75V Power line GPS&GPRS Antenna Camera

Trestle 220V Power line

CWJ500 fixed data collection terminall manufactured by Shenzhen 

Chainway Information Technology Co., Ltd. is a multi-functional credit 

hours management device which integrates with timekeeping, GPS and 

GPRS. It obtains trajectory information of training vehicle through GPS and 

uploads related data such as locus and photo via GPRS, to ensure 

trueness and effectiveness of training records.

Positioning and tracking:

Remote capturing: 

Voice monitoring function:

Identity authentication:

Power-off protection function: 

Voice prompts function:

 can transmit GPS positioning information 

(including longitude, latitude, speed and direction) and vehicle information 

back to service platform.

can capture photo information about current work of 

calculagraph through background server and the calculagraph can also take 

the initiative to upload photo information to the background server. 

 once the background issues monitoring instruction, 

calculagraph will automatically dial up to establish a voice call and the back-

ground can monitor conversation near calculagraph. 

 support contact-type and non-contact IC card read-

write and prevent others’ fraudulent use of credit card through verifying 

cardholder and fingerprint information in the card. 

the calculagraph has a feature of power-off 

protection. Once abnormal power-off occurs, calculagraph will enter 

protection status automatically and after starting up on the same day, it will 

automatically resume to the previous data state. 

 calculagraph possess excellent voice function and 

it will prompt some important information through voice, such as GPS, 

GPRS connection, overspeed alarm information, etc. 

* Please take the selected configuration of contract as standard. If you find 

  any missing and damaged, please contact us immediately.

J-LINK V8 Emulator

Performance Characteristics

CPU                                          NXP SmartCortex M3-1700  96MHz

Memory                                    64KB, FRAM 512B, NOR FLASH 4MB

Expansion Slot                         SIM,USB card slot

Display                                     128*64, LED

Operating System                    uC/OS-II V2.92.07

Language                                 C
Development tool software       KEIL 4 for ARM

SDK                                          Chainway software development kit

Communication                        USB,RS232

Protocol                                    ISO/IEC7816 ISO/IEC14443A

WWAN                                      GSM/GPRS (850,900,1800,1900MHz)

GPS                                          Low energy GPS chip
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